LAURA NOWNES
SESSION I • Sunday to Friday, February 24-March 1, 2019

20 Degrees of Fabric Play

In this workshop you will use my 20-degree ruler to create your own unique quilt design. The possibilities are endless; simple or complex, solids or prints, small or large, pieced or appliqued . . . the choices are yours. The popular hexagon shape is just one of the easy options to make using this ruler. I enjoy the element of surprise that occurs when working on a new quilt and allowing the design to evolve. This is the experience you will have as you play with color and fabrics. Join me as we explore new designs using 20 degree angles.

STUDENT SUPPLY LIST:

• 20-degree ruler - $15, purchased directly from Laura either before or during class
• Cutting mat
• Variety of acrylic rulers (one with a 60-degree marking will be helpful
• Rotary cutter
• Sewing machine
• Neutral color thread for piecing and bobbins wound with the same
• Pins
• Seam ripper
• Light for nighttime sewing
• Flannel or batting to cover the design wall

• Fabric: Bring a variety from your stash, or something new you want to work with, at least ¼ yd pieces. I like a scrappy look so generally have 40+ pieces. Depending on your design, you may need approx. 2 yards of a fabric to use for the background. There is a fabric store on campus and we can take a trip into town to Back Porch Fabrics, if needed.

Note: I look forward to working with you.
Please feel free to contact me prior to class if I can be of any help.

lauranownes.com